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Who   doesn’t   love   the   idea   of   a   beautiful   holiday   

on   a   dreamy   island   with   white   sandy   beaches? 

News   flash   -    plastic   and   trash   is   slowly   ruining   

that   dream.   Luckily,    l ike   a   lot   of   the   problems 

facing   the   planet,   we   can   do   something   about   it.   

To   tell   us   more,   we   have   Jamine Monmaneerat,   the   

Project   Lead   Thailand   of   Manta   Trust   to   tell   us   

more.

From   a   perspective   of   a   professional   who   works   

closely   with   eco-   tourism,   there   are   actually 

many   more   things   you   can   do   to   be   more   environ-

mentally   conscious   during   your   next   tropical va-

cation.    Here   are   5   t ips   to   get   you   on   your   way   to   

become   a   more   sustainable   eco-   tourist:

little green steps
[take action]

Adopt   a   tote   bag   to   do   your   grocery   shopping.  .

Get   yourself   a   pretty   refillable   water   bottle.

Avoid   using   straws   as   much   as   possible..

Buy   your   fruits   and   veggies   loose   instead   of   packed.

You   can   also   make   your   own   juices   instead   of   store   bought   bottles   using   refillable   bottles.

Avoid   skin   care   products   with   microplastics.

.    Check   out   Avani   Eco’s   large   range   of   sustainable   alternative   products   to   plastic

must see
documentaries:

a plastic ocean

tips for being a more
sustainable eco-tourist

“As   someone   whom   the   beach   is   not   only   a   holiday   destination,   but   a   home,   

I    can   tell   you   that   if we   do   not   change   the   way   we   live,   

the   future   generation   will   no   longer   have   a   glimpse   of   what   it is   like   to   

play   in   the   sand   without   finding   broken   pieces   of   plastic   in   it,    or   swim   in   

an   ocean without   seeing   trash   floating   right   next   to   them.”

-  Jamie   Monmaneerat,   Project   Lead   Thailand,   Manta   Trust -
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4 “Not   your  
 entertainer”  
It    is   hard   to   say   no   to   a   chance   to   cuddle   a   baby   mon-

key,   kiss   a real   l ife   Flipper,   or   have   p icture   taken   with   

such   a   well   behaved   t iger!

People   forget   the   fact   that   these   animals   are   being   

taken   away   from   their   family   and   home   to   be in   the   

photo   with   you   and/or   give   you   a   show.   The   process   

of   animal   “training”   often   involves torturing,    starving   

and   even   sedating   the   animal,   so   they   are   able   to   do   

what   the   trainer   wants. This   kind   of   business   makes   

money   from   exploiting   people’s   good   intention   and   love   

to   start with.    Do   not   fall   victim   to   these   businesses,   

say   no   to   animal   shows   and   animals   in   captivity.

3 You   are   what   you   eat    
 it   is   important   to   know   what   it   takes   before   they   get   

to   your   table. 

Overfishing   is   another   major   problem   affecting   our   

oceans   with   f ish   population   and   species declining   rap-

idly   each   year.   To   make   the    matters    worse,   destruc-

tive   and   unsustainable   f ishing methods    are    being   used   

to   serve   our   seafood   demand   not   only   affecting   f ish   

population   but   its habitat   as   well.     So   next   t ime   you   

get   a   craving   for   seafood,    choose   a   sustainable   spe-

cies   for   the area   you   are   in .    Thanks   to   modern   tech-

nology   you   no   longer   need   to   memorize   the   names   of 

the   species   anymore.   There   are   now   many   apps   you   

can   download   that   will   show   you   the ‘green   l ist’   

(sustainable   species   to   be   consumed)   and   ‘red   l ist’   

(species   to   be   avoided)   according to   the   location   you   

are   in .

5 “There   is   always   a  
perfect   time   for   a  
 little   R&R”  
When   you   are   enjoying   some   R&R, remember   to   Reduce-   

Reuse-Recycle   along   the   way.   It   is   never   too   late   to   

refuse   and   reduce single   use   plastic.   

People   forget   the   fact   that   these   animals   are   being   

taken   away   from   their   family   and   home   to   be in   the   

photo   with   you   and/or   give   you   a   show.   The   process   

of   animal   “training”   often   involves torturing,    starv-

ing   and   even   sedating   the   animal,   so   they   are   able   

to   do   what   the   trainer   wants. This   kind   of   business   

makes   money   from   exploiting   people’s   good   intention   

and   love   to   start with.    Do   not   fall   victim   to   these   

businesses,   say   no   to   animal   shows   and   animals   in   

captivity.

2 Just   take   pictures,   
leave   only   
a   footprint
You   might   have   heard   it   before,   yet   we   still   see people   

walking   on   the   beach   collecting   sea   shells.

It   is   hard   to   resist   the   beauty   of   those   se a   shells   

lying   on   the   beach   looking   purposeless,   or those  al-

r e a dy   m a d e   i n t o  ac c e s s o r i e s   o r   c o n t e m p o r a ry   h o m e   d é -

cor. B   ut  the  beautiful  thing  about nature    is   everything   

was   designed   and   has   its   purpose   even   when   they   are   

dead.   Seashells   are very   important   to   coastal   eco-

system:   they   provide   a   safe   hiding   from   predators   for   

f ish,    they   are home   for   algae   and   other   microorgan-

isms,   b irds   use   them   as   part   of   the   material   to   build   

their nest,   and   they   are   vital   to   protect   the   beautiful   

shoreline   from   erosion.    So   leave   those   shells where   

you   see   them   so   we   can   all   share   the   best   benefits   of   

these   beauties   together.

from our friends at

“R-E-S-P-E-C-T”  
and   I    am   not   only   talking   about   the   people   here.   I   

am  talking   about   the marine   l ives   that   you   see   (or   

maybe   don’t   see).

Marine   ecosystem   is   very   diverse   and   complex.   If   

you   pay   enough   attention   you   will   notice   that al-

most   everything   is   alive   in   the   oceans!   Even   those   

rocks   you   see   lying   on   the   beach   might have   some   

amazing   organisms   l iving   in   them.  

 So   respect   the   host   and   keep   your   hands   to your-

self!   Not   only   will   you   not   harm   the   animals,   but   

you   can   also   save   yourself   from   harm   as well   

(there   are   some   organisms   out   there   with   venom-

ous   sting   which   cause   paralysis   and   even respira-

tory   arrest,   so   keep   that   in   mind   before   you   reach   

those   hands   out   to   touch   something   on the   beach   

or   in   the   sea!)
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